WEBSITE
jecharlottee.github.io

Jessica Charlotte Nicholl

MOBILE
027 3677 603

I'm a web designer and front-end dabbler with a passion for beautiful
UX. I love crafting responsive websites with intuitive interfaces, and
visual identities which delight and captivate users. I'm driven by the
need to create, and have a soft spot for anything vector.

EMAIL
jessica.nicholl
@outlook.com

EDUCATION
Diploma of Web
Development
Yoobee 2013

Through this industry focused course I learnt the best practices and
techniques to build feature-rich, database-driven websites that are easy
to use and look beautiful. I really enjoy content driven websites with
a focus on UX.

Bachelor of design
CPIT 2010

My favourite course components included studio photography,
advertising, and communication design. I also loved the nitty-gritty
professional practice classes of contract writing, copyright law and
licensing. A balanced design education.

EXPERIENCE
December 2013
Zing Design
Junior Web Designer

As a junior designer I work closely with a small team of passionate
creatives responsible for wireframe design, component design, and
working prototypes. I've implemented workflow tools such as InVision
and Trello and contributed to projects such as Spark My Potential for
Spark Foundation, Leda, Valley Surveying Company, and RaboDirect.

September 2013
FindSomeone
Design & Marketing
Secondment

I completed a three month secondment for FindSomeone. I worked
together with a small team of developers to produce graphic design
elements for marketing and sales. I contributed to advertising for Stuff,
email newsletters and small web components such as icons and stock
photo selection.

December 2011
Trade Me Group LTD
Customer Support
Representative

In this position I obtained invaluable insight to how users connect with
websites on a daily basis. This taught me the importance usability and
brand relationship. I contributed to improvement through suggestions
to improve work systems, processes and procedure.

LANGUAGES

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

ENGLISH

ILLUSTRATOR

HTML5

PHOTOSHOP

CSS3

INDESIGN

SKETCH 3

FIREWORKS

JQUERY

TWITTER
@jecharlottee

